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Introduction {#sec001}
============

"A picture says more than a thousand words." For many years, pharmacologists have generated pathway diagrams to elucidate the pharmacology of drugs administered to humans. These diagrams have proven to be powerful tools to organize, share and discuss knowledge. \[[@pone.0230950.ref001]\]

One type of diagram that visually illustrates the flow and actions of a drug in the human body is a pharmacogenomics (PGx)-based pathway, which represents a series of reactions that occur between drugs and genes in the human body after drug administration. \[[@pone.0230950.ref002]\] Researchers use this type of diagram to describe pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD). A PK pathway represents the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) carried out by enzymes, transporters, and/or carriers on a drug at the systemic level. A PD pathway depicts the mechanism of action by which a drug affects its targets, such as components of metabolic pathways or signaling pathways, or the receptors themselves, in the target cell at the cellular-molecular level. \[[@pone.0230950.ref003], [@pone.0230950.ref004]\]

PGx studies analyze the genes involved in PK and PD and interpret how variations in these genes alter the function of proteins. Based on this interpretation, PGx studies aim to maximize the safety and efficacy of drugs by adjusting the dosage or changing the drugs themselves. \[[@pone.0230950.ref005]--[@pone.0230950.ref007]\] A PGx-based pathway visualizes the interaction between drug-related genes and a drug in terms of PK and PD and helps us understand how changes in protein function, based on genomic variation, affect the ADME of the drug in the body and the drug action in target cells. \[[@pone.0230950.ref002]\]

As research on the interaction between drugs and genes has progressed alongside advancements in the Internet and systems biology, \[[@pone.0230950.ref008]\] many PGx-based pathways have begun to be systematically created. As a result of multidisciplinary studies, many pathway resources have been developed for various goals ranging from the identification of drug-related genes in each model organism to the development of tools for drug discovery. \[[@pone.0230950.ref009]--[@pone.0230950.ref011]\] Specific drug-related pathway types include human metabolic pathways, metabolite signaling pathways, metabolic disease pathways, and drug-metabolic or drug-action pathways. \[[@pone.0230950.ref012]\]

Pathway resources that utilize PK and PD in relation to drug-related genes include the Pharmacogenomics Knowledgebase (PharmGKB) \[[@pone.0230950.ref013]\] and the Small Molecule Pathway Database (SMPDB) \[[@pone.0230950.ref012], [@pone.0230950.ref014]\]. These resources visualize pathways using internally standardized components and formats and are hyperlinked to massive PGx database resources. However, the pathways of many drugs are still not standardized, and separately created pathways are also not standardized with regard to interoperability. Most drug pathways are used to identify the function of genes or search for new genes, but they do not support tailored drug treatments to which PGx concepts are applied in clinical settings.

We propose the new knowledge-based PGx pathway: PG-path. We collected scattered drug pathways and standardized and visualized them to help users intuitively understand the PK and PD of a specific drug. In addition to its use in research, PG-path is designed to be used to assist personalized drug prescriptions by predicting the change in plasma drug concentration using the overall impact degree of deleterious variants in a gene, in the clinical field.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Materials {#sec003}
---------

### DrugBank 5.0.1 {#sec004}

The components of PG-path were generated on reference DrugBank 5.0.1. \[[@pone.0230950.ref015]\] The components extracted from DrugBank include drug-gene pairs, drug interaction types (enzymes, transporters, carriers, targets), and drug actions (inhibitors, inducers, substrates). This information was derived from extensive primary literature sources by domain-specific experts and skilled biocurators related to DrugBank. \[[@pone.0230950.ref015]\]

### Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT) {#sec005}

Using sequence homology, SIFT predicts whether an amino acid substitution will affect the protein function and consequently alter the phenotype. \[[@pone.0230950.ref016]--[@pone.0230950.ref018]\]

### The 1000 Genomes Project {#sec006}

The 1000 Genomes Project is a comprehensive, open-access database of genetic variants from 2,504 individuals from 26 populations across the globe. \[[@pone.0230950.ref019], [@pone.0230950.ref020]\]

### Gene-wise Variant Burden (GVB) score {#sec007}

Variations in a gene that interacts with a drug can affect the function and activity of the protein encoded by the gene, resulting in an altered phenotype. The altered phenotype affects the drug\'s ADME, resulting in changed drug concentrations in the plasma, which shows different drug efficacy and toxicity from person to person. The GVB score, which indicates the degree of protein damage, is applied to the pathways, which is one method of the uses of PG-path. This GVB score was developed using the SIFT score. \[[@pone.0230950.ref017]\] The GVB score, defined as the geometric mean of the SIFT scores for the set of coding variants in a gene, is applied to estimate the overall impact of all deleterious variants in the gene. \[[@pone.0230950.ref021]\] This method operates under the hypothesis that variants that potentially change protein function are not assured, but may cause deleterious phenotypes. \[[@pone.0230950.ref022]\] A lower GVB score represents an increased likelihood of a variant to be more deleterious to the function of the protein encoded by the gene. \[[@pone.0230950.ref021], [@pone.0230950.ref022]\]

Pathway development methods {#sec008}
---------------------------

Each PK/PD pathway is developed by applying the following method ([Fig 1B](#pone.0230950.g001){ref-type="fig"}):

1.  Extract the drug-gene pair, drug interaction type, and drug action from DrugBank 5.0.1 for the selected drug ([S1 Table](#pone.0230950.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

2.  Create a standard frame for the PK/PD pathway and produce a set of symbols ([S1A Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

3.  Draw the nodes and edges of the PK/PD pathway using PathVisio software ([S1B Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

4.  Save the data in the Graphical Pathway Markup Language (GPML) format and store the information in a PK/PD GPML folder

5.  Draw the background image for the PK/PD pathway using Illustrator CS6 ([S1C Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

    (PK: one background image for all drugs; PD: each drug has its own background image)

6.  Save the data in the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format and store the information in the PK/PD PNG folder

7.  Convert the GPML file to the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format using PathVisioRPC (PK/PD pathway)

8.  Merge the SVG file with the background image PNG file (PK/PD pathway) ([S1D Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

9.  Link to an SVG + Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) file with gene and drug information windows and a PD description window

10. Generate the complete PK/PD pathway

![Pathway analysis and modeling procedure.\
(A) Three phases of pathway analysis: (1) input the high-throughput biological data (HTBD) variants from the VCF file; (2) perform the algorithm-based analysis and GVB scoring; (3) visualize the pathway and annotate with the GVB scores. (B) Development procedure for default pathways and personalized pathways. VCF: Variant Call Format; GVB: Gene-wise Variant Burden; GPML: Graphical Pathway Markup Language; SVG: Scalable Vector Graphics; PNG: Portable Network Graphics; HTML: Hypertext Markup Language; PD: Pharmacodynamics.](pone.0230950.g001){#pone.0230950.g001}

Pathway development software {#sec009}
----------------------------

Pathway diagrams were generated in the GPML format using PathVisio 3.2.4, and background images were created in the PNG format using Adobe Illustrator CS6. Each pathway diagram saved in the GPML format was converted to the SVG format using PathVisioRPC, an XML-RPC interface, after code modification.

Results {#sec010}
=======

Nodes and edges {#sec011}
---------------

PG-path is a human-centered drug pathway, although antibiotic, antifungal, and antiviral drugs are included in PG-paths. Each pathway is produced by dividing the PK pathway, representing the ADME in the human body, and the PD pathway, describing the action of the drug at the target cell. PK pathways have been elucidated at the systemic level based on metabolism and transport, and PD pathways have been characterized at the cellular and molecular- level based on drug actions and responses.

A set of symbols was created to standardize each component of the pathway concerning the role of each component. Drugs are classified as prodrugs and active drugs. *Prodrugs* become active when they are absorbed and metabolized by the human body, and *active drugs* are already active in their present form. These two categories are distinguished by the same shape with different colors. Metabolites produced through enzymatic metabolism of a drug are also divided into inactive metabolites and active metabolites. These two categories are distinguished by the same shape in different colors as a drug. The genes encoding enzymes, transporters, and carriers play different roles; therefore, they differ in shape and color. After defining each node, we standardized the edges representing the actions between the nodes. The actions consist of metabolism, transportation, binding, and excretion. The edge corresponding to each action is selected using PathVisio\'s molecular interaction map (MIM) tool. \[[@pone.0230950.ref023]\] Inhibitors and inducers, action types that refer to the actions of drugs on genes, are also shown as edges. One of the remaining symbols, the 'major' marker, indicates enzymes that play a significant role in metabolism, while the 'active' marker indicates the metabolites that are active when the prodrug is metabolized. ([Table 1](#pone.0230950.t001){ref-type="table"})

10.1371/journal.pone.0230950.t001

###### Characteristics of a pharmacokinetic pathway.

![](pone.0230950.t001){#pone.0230950.t001g}

  Characteristic                      Description
  ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Drug                                active drug, prodrug (activating enzyme)
  Metabolic element                   inactive metabolite, active metabolite
  Protein                             enzyme (e.g., activating enzyme), transporter, carrier
  Background anatomical organs        eye, nose, mouth, brain, blood-brain-barrier, lung, heart, muscle, skin, kidney, liver, adrenal gland, testis, intestines, and placenta
  Transport structures                blood vessels (e.g., arteries and veins), bile ducts, and excretory tracts (e.g., urinary tract for urine, gut lumen for feces)
  Methods of administration           eye drop, inhalation, sublingual and buccal absorption, oral ingestion, intravenous injection, intramuscular injection, and percutaneous absorption
  Interaction types (from DrugBank)   metabolism, transportation, binding, excretion
  Action types (from DrugBank)        inhibition, induction, substrate
  Tissue site for ADME                expression levels of enzymes and transporters through the ProteinAtlas database

Methods of administration: the location where the drug is administered; Interaction type: the protein role, according to which the reaction between a drug and a gene happens; Action type: the type by which a drug acts to a protein or vice versa; ADME: an abbreviation in pharmacokinetics for Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion; DrugBank version, 5.0.1.

For the symbols of the PD pathway, the target, drug, and active metabolite comprise the nodes, and inhibition, activation, metabolism, binding, conversion, and action comprise the edges. ([Table 2](#pone.0230950.t002){ref-type="table"})

10.1371/journal.pone.0230950.t002

###### Characteristics of a pharmacodynamic pathway.

![](pone.0230950.t002){#pone.0230950.t002g}

  Characteristic                      Description
  ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Components                          active drugs, prodrug, active metabolites, genes (targets)
  cellular-level component            cell components including the nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, peroxisomes, vesicles, cell membrane, ribosomes.
  Action types (from DrugBank)        agonist, antagonist, activator, modulator, competitor, cofactor, ligand, stimulator, antibody, binder, potentiator, neutralizer, inhibitor, inducer, etc.
  Interaction types (from DrugBank)   the role of the biological pathway of the gene at the molecular level (target)

Interaction type: the protein role, according to which the reaction between a drug and a gene happens; Action type: the type by which a drug acts to a protein or vice versa; DrugBank version, 5.0.1.

Background frame and image {#sec012}
--------------------------

In a PK pathway, a background frame modeled on the human body is utilized so that the proteins can be superimposed on the correct human compartments. A comprehensive range of standard background compartments was selected to precisely express the ADME routes. In the standard PK pathway frame, the background anatomical organs are the eye, nose, mouth, brain, lung, heart, muscle, kidney, liver, adrenal gland, testis, intestines, placenta, and skin, in addition to other compartments that are needed for a few drugs. Drugs are distributed through the arteries and veins and excreted through the bile duct or urinary tract. The drug concentration of absorption differs across routes of administration, so we must be concerned with where and how the drug is administered. The routes of administration include eye drops, inhalation, sublingual and buccal absorption, oral ingestion, intravenous injection, intramuscular injection, and percutaneous absorption. The tissues site at which metabolism or transport occurs depends on the expression levels of enzymes and transporters, which can be found by referring to the Protein Atlas databases. ([S1A and S1B Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) We drew one background image, composed of standardized body compartments, to graphically visualize the ADME of the drug in the PK pathway. ([Table 1](#pone.0230950.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1C and S1D Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

The components of each PD pathway include drugs, active metabolites, and genes encoding targets. For visualization of the interactions between the drug and its targets, the PD diagram was drawn with PathVisio. The standard biological mechanism inside the target cell was graphically described as a background image at the cellular level. The cellular elements comprise the nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, peroxisomes, vesicles, cell membrane, ribosomes, etc. In this way, the effect of a drug can be presented intuitively through its mechanism of action on the target. ([Table 2](#pone.0230950.t002){ref-type="table"})

Convert and merge {#sec013}
-----------------

For a pathway diagram created in the GPML format, the attributes of nodes and edges can be changed using XPath. The modified GPML file is converted to the SVG format using PathVisioRPC software. Each drug is retrieved using its Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) identifier, and each gene is retrieved using its HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) identifier, allowing the identification of nodes using XPath. PathVisioRPC is an XML-RPC interface for PathVisio. This interface enables us to utilize the PathVisio functionality directly in our analytical environment of choice. The modified and transformed pathway diagram and background image PNG file are used to generate a complete PK/PD pathway in SVG + HTML format through the merge function. ([Fig 2A](#pone.0230950.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig 2C](#pone.0230950.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0230950.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

![Pharmacokinetic (PK) and Pharmacodynamic (PD) pathways of clopidogrel.\
(A) Default PK pathway; (B) personalized PK pathway with GVB scores of NA12878 sample in the 1000 Genomes Project; (C) default PD pathway; (D) personalized PD pathway with GVB scores of NA12878 sample in the 1000 Genomes Project; GVB: Gene-wise Variant Burden.](pone.0230950.g002){#pone.0230950.g002}

Information on drugs and genes {#sec014}
------------------------------

Drugs and genes (nodes) in the pathway are linked with detailed information, and the PD pathway is linked with a description to easily explain the mechanism of action of the drug on the target. These knowledge bases are manually curated with various references.

In the merged pathways, genes are hyperlinked to the external HGNC database, and drugs are hyperlinked to the HMDB. The identifier of each node that can be connected to an external database is linked to a window containing detailed information about genes or drugs through code modification. If the drug is clicked, a pop-up window shows clinical information on the drug, such as the drug name, Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) class, indications, adverse drug effects, drug interactions, and pharmacokinetic data. ([S2A Fig](#pone.0230950.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) If a gene is clicked, a pop-up window shows information on the gene and its interaction with the drug, such as the gene symbol, gene name, interaction type, chromosomal location, expression tissue, action type, and gene function description. ([S2B and S2C Fig](#pone.0230950.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) The PD pathway has a link to an internally generated pathway description window to help users understand the mechanism of action. ([S2D Fig](#pone.0230950.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"})

Drawing a pathway with PathVisio {#sec015}
--------------------------------

It is essential to provide standard terminology and formatting so that prewritten computer programs can transfer the information from the standard format to the local application format for use, and vice versa. In PGx research, the importance of the format is increasing. The resolution and adoption of the standard formatting will facilitate exchanges between different sources of data. \[[@pone.0230950.ref002]\]

For the standard format, we built PG-paths using PathVisio, which is a free, open-source, downloadable pathway software. This software has various export formats. The pathway, which is stored in the Biological Pathway Exchange (BioPAX) level3, GPML, and SVG formats, can be modified in various styles or for specific purposes by editing the source code. \[[@pone.0230950.ref001]\] When pathways are drawn with this software, the attributes (color, size, and labels) of the nodes (genes, drugs, and metabolites) are unified with a standard type. Additionally, the attributes (color and arrowheads) of the edges (metabolism, transportation, binding, excretion) are unified conceptually in accordance with the interaction and action types. Because PathVisio 3.2.4 includes an embedded MIM tool, the interaction and action types can be selected, consistent with a specific purpose. \[[@pone.0230950.ref023]\] Each pathway is stored in the SVG and GPML formats to allow modification of the source code and interconnection with other databases. Thus, the pathway can be used for computational analysis of genomic variation data or visualization.

Usage of PG-path: Pathway analysis and visualization with GVB score {#sec016}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Out of the existing gene scoring methods, we chose the GVB scoring method to apply to algorithm-based pathway analysis. Since drug-related genes, unlike disease genes, can be expressed in a variety of phenotypes in healthy individuals, samples were randomly taken from public databases regardless of the specific disease. We applied the GVB scoring algorithm to variants extracted from the Variant Call Format (VCF) file of the NA12878 sample. The NA12878 sample is one of 2504 samples provided in the 1000 Genome Project, which is a public database. \[[@pone.0230950.ref024]\] We calculated the GVB score of each gene included in the pathway. The calculated GVB scores were then applied to each default pathway to create a personalized pathway. Applying GVB scores to a pathway involves three phases: (1) Inputting the high-throughput biological data (HTBD) (2) Performing the algorithm-based analysis and (3) Visualizing the output data in the pathway. \[[@pone.0230950.ref025]\] ([Fig 1A](#pone.0230950.g001){ref-type="fig"}) We can generate the personalized PK/PD pathway by inserting the GVB scores with gradient colors into a pathway diagram. The Pathway Analysis step is processed between steps 7 and 8 of the default pathway development method. ([Fig 1](#pone.0230950.g001){ref-type="fig"}) The personalized PK/PD pathway generated by annotating the GVB score can be used to predict the change in plasma drug concentration according to the score distribution of genes in the human body. ([Fig 2B](#pone.0230950.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig 2D](#pone.0230950.g002){ref-type="fig"})

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

Prediction of changes in plasma drug concentration by gene placement in pathways {#sec018}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The newly proposed PG-path differs from currently used pathways in that it specifies the location of the genes that interact with the drug when the drug is administered. This is important because in order to explain the change in the concentration of the drug, we must depict as precisely as possible where the gene is located in the human body, and thereby making it easier to understand the general flow of drugs at the system level.

Considering the ADME in general oral drugs, assuming the body is one compartment and the rate of drug elimination in the plasma is constant, the change in plasma concentration of active ingredient from absorption to excretion of the drug varies from person to person, but the pattern is similar. From a pharmacokinetic point of view, when an active drug is administered to the human body, it undergoes ADME and reabsorption. In particular, the amount of oral drug absorbed by the human body is determined by the bioavailability of the absorption step. Drugs transported to the liver through the portal vein undergo the first-pass effect and are primarily converted to inactive metabolites and excreted. The remaining amount of drug is distributed in highly perfused tissues, such as the brain, heart, liver, kidney, and red blood cells, or slowly infused tissues, such as fat, skin, and muscle. After reacting at the target site, the drug is metabolized in the liver and excreted through bile or urine. During excretion, a small amount of active drug returns to the plasma through reabsorption of the gastrointestinal or proximal tubules. Not all drugs have the same pharmacokinetic pattern. The change in the plasma concentration of the active ingredient depends on whether it is an active drug or a prodrug. In general, active drugs that are efficacious at the target site are excreted after metabolism in the liver, while prodrugs undergo the first-pass effect, i.e., they are metabolized and activated to show efficacy at the target site. Many factors affect drug response from a pharmacodynamic perspective, but we only consider the concentration and retention time of the active ingredient in the target cell in connection with pharmacokinetics. From a pharmacogenomics perspective, genetic factors in enzymes, transporters, carriers, and targets, in addition to the usual drug reaction and elimination processes, have an essential effect on the plasma concentration of active ingredients. The impaired protein's location on the pathway makes it easy to understand where the problem is in the ADME process and to predict changes in plasma drug concentration. \[[@pone.0230950.ref026]\] ([Fig 3](#pone.0230950.g003){ref-type="fig"})

![The change in the plasma concentration of active ingredient depends on drug type.\
Assuming the body is one compartment and the rate of drug elimination in the plasma is constant, when a drug is administered to the human body, it undergoes absorption, metabolism, distribution, excretion, and resorption. In this stage, the plasma concentration of an active ingredient is decreased step by step. However, in the case of a prodrug, after absorption and metabolism, the plasma concentration of an active ingredient appears, and the next steps are the same as those of the active drug.](pone.0230950.g003){#pone.0230950.g003}

For the NA12878 sample, Clopidogrel is a prodrug, and considering the GVB score, it can be seen that the score of CYP2C9 among liver enzymes is quite low. At the point where the first pass effect occurs, the GVB score of the enzyme protein that converts the prodrug into an active metabolite is significantly lower, decreasing the formation of the active ingredient which causes the drug response. In other words, although CYP2C9 is not one of the major enzymes for clopidogrel metabolism, it is assumed that the metabolic capacity is low because it has deleterious variations. It can be predicted that active metabolites will be produced at below-average levels in the liver and that the drug will not reach the maximum therapeutic area. ([Fig 2](#pone.0230950.g002){ref-type="fig"})

Therefore, we can predict the change of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics because the new PG-path specifies the location of the genes that interact with the drug when the drug is administered, and we can expand the understanding of the drug effects and toxicity, together with genetic variations.

### PG-path: One drug centered pathway {#sec019}

The newly proposed pathway allows the depiction of only one drug at a time, considering the drug metabolism and drug response, which indicates that the PG-path does not represent the whole metabolic pathway or the entire signaling pathway. We must concentrate on the range of analysis at the single drug scale because personalized therapy focuses on administered drugs only. \[[@pone.0230950.ref025]\]

For example, the new pathway can only focus on the genes associated with a single drug, making it easy to see which genes the drug inhibits or induces in the pathway. In addition, observing two drugs taken together can focus on the two drugs separately, and the drug-drug interaction (DDI) between the two drugs can be seen from a genetic perspective, which allows for drug-gene centric analysis. If Drug A inhibits gene E and Drug B becomes the substrate of gene E, the metabolism of Drug B, which is the substrate, slows down when Drug A and Drug B are taken together. In the case of multidrug, the PG-paths can aid in predicting whether the drug effects will increase or decrease. \[[@pone.0230950.ref027]\] ([Fig 4](#pone.0230950.g004){ref-type="fig"})

![Drug gene drug interaction between Drug A and Drug B.\
If Drug A inhibits gene E and Drug B becomes the substrate of gene E, the metabolism of Drug B, which is the substrate, slows down when Drug A and Drug B are taken together.](pone.0230950.g004){#pone.0230950.g004}

Pathway analysis: GVB scoring method using variations obtained from DNA sequencing {#sec020}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In terms of pathway analysis, unlike previous analyses using gene expression data obtained from microarray or RNA sequencing \[[@pone.0230950.ref028]\], PG-path uses the GVB scoring method, which aggregates deleterious variant scores from the DNA sequencing results obtained through next-generation sequencing (NGS). \[[@pone.0230950.ref029]\] Here, this algorithm-based method applies the altered degrees of the structure and function of the protein encoded by a gene to the gene set interacting with the drug. We then predict the change in drug concentration by considering the location of the genes. Pathway analysis can convert massive variations in genome data into meaningful interpretations of plasma drug concentration changes.

However, this method is limited in the sense that we cannot assure the accuracy of the extracted gene set due to the absence of a gold standard; thus, we interpret a change in plasma drug concentration assuming that the gene set is correct. However, experimental or clinical studies can provide a more accurate way of approaching analyses compared to gold standards. \[[@pone.0230950.ref025]\]

Future works {#sec021}
------------

Drug reactions in the human body are not simple, and adverse drug reactions (ADRs) also frequently occur because individual differences in drug response are significant. To prevent ADRs, we attempted to design an approach to predict personal drug risk through pharmacogenomics. Because this approach addresses only genetic elements, it is difficult to reach a definite conclusion. Further studies require the creation of upgraded pathways by applying pharmacokinetic or clinical content to newly proposed drug pathways. This new approach to predicting drug risk poses many challenges. However, it is a step to go toward determining drug safety at the individual level.

Supporting information {#sec022}
======================

###### Interaction types and action types on Clopidogrel from DrugBank 5.0.1.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Method of merging a diagram with a background frame and image.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sub-windows in pathways.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: I Don\'t Know

Reviewer \#2: N/A

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: The present manuscript describes a novel pharmacogenomics-based pathway, called PG-path that could help users to assist personalized drug prescriptions and counseling for personalized drug therapy. There is a lot of statistics and informatics in this manuscript, and I\'m not qualified to go into all the algorithms used to generate the software. However, I really enjoied reading the manuscript and do believe that instruments that visually show all the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic processes could be of help in the field.

I have only some suggestions to improve the quality of the article:

1\) It is not clear to this reviewer if PG-path will be a commercially available tool or a free downloadable one. Please clarify.

2\) PG-path was designed based on available gene-drug information, and on data from the 1000 genome project. How can this pathway be continuosly updated with the growing body of information that NGS technology provides every day?

3\) Variants of the gene sequence are not the only ones that can impair the function and the activity of proteins involved in PK and PD processes. Is there any way to implement the path with epigenetic modifications and gene expression levels?

Reviewer \#2: The present manuscript entitled "PG-path: Modeling and Personalizing Pharmacogenomics-based Pathways" proposes a new method to improve, personalize and visualize pharmacogenomics pathways. Its approach is interesting and could enrich the pathways analysis tools. The manuscript is technically sound, written in clear and correct language, and the data support the conclusions.

However, this article could be improved in some domains.

1\. It is not clear how users can access to these new personalized pathways, applying the method described in "Materials and Methods" paragraph. Is there a new tool, or is it being planned, to develop PK / PD pathways?

2\. The authors used SIFT to predict the effects of genetic variants. Since we talk about predictions without any support coming from functional studies, having only one predictive program could be limiting. Other predictive programs should also be evaluated, for example, VarSome, an analysis tool for human genetic variation that reports prediction scores from 20 different algorithms.

3\. The authors affirmed that this approach "addresses only genetic elements". It would be advisable to speculate on this limit.

4\. The use of "gene deleteriousness" is inappropriate. It is more correct to state that the genetic variants are deleterious.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]
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Reviewer \#1:

1\) It is not clear to this reviewer if PG-path will be a commercially available tool or a free downloadable one. Please clarify.

The objective of this study is modeling the pharmacogenomic pathway, so we do not determine yet whether PG-path will be available commercially or freely.

2\) PG-path was designed based on available gene-drug information, and on data from the 1000 genome project. How can this pathway be continuously updated with the growing body of information that NGS technology provides every day?

We are currently working on the best methodology to incorporate the updates on time, though the detailed process will take time to determine.

3\) Variants of the gene sequence are not the only ones that can impair the function and the activity of proteins involved in PK and PD processes. Is there any way to implement the path with epigenetic modifications and gene expression levels?

Epigenetic modifications are measured using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and bisulfite-based methods, ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq, or RNA-seq. Gene expression is analyzed using microarray or RNA-seq. With our platform, the pathway is analyzed using DNA-seq. Therefore, it is not currently possible to apply epigenetic modification and gene expression level to PG-path. However, we will think carefully about these factors.

Reviewer \#2:

1\) It is not clear how users can access these new personalized pathways, applying the method described in the "Materials and Methods" paragraph. Is there a new tool, or is it being planned, to develop PK / PD pathways?

This paper only covers the steps of proposing a method for producing individual pathways. If the number of pathways increases, we are considering the creation of a website that can show results on the screen by searching distinct pathways in HTML format.

2\) The authors used SIFT to predict the effects of genetic variants. Since we talk about predictions without any support coming from functional studies, having only one predictive program could be limiting. Other predictive programs should also be evaluated, for example, VarSome, an analysis tool for human genetic variation that reports prediction scores from 20 different algorithms.

In this study, pathway personalization was performed using the GVB score, defined as the geometric mean of the SIFT scores for the set of coding variants in a gene. However, evaluating the GVB score itself by applying various predictive scoring algorithms to GVB is an enormous task and should be conducted separately from this study.

3\) The authors affirmed that this approach "addresses only genetic elements". It would be advisable to speculate on this limit.

As mentioned, changes in drug concentration are influenced not only by genetic factors but also by clinical and environmental factors. These various factors will be investigated through further research.

4\) The use of "gene deleteriousness" is inappropriate. It is more correct to state that the genetic variants are deleterious.

We have revised the term as you advise.
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